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Economic Review*
- Initial claims decreased to 547k
- New home sales increased to 1.021M

- Markit manufacturing PMI at 60.3
- Markit services PMI at 63.1

Spotlight:

The Multi PLUS models are our most diversified set of models within our Strategy PLUS offering. In creating the 
allocation for these models, we start with the asset allocation parameters for each level of risk as set by the 
TPFG Investment Committee. Next, we determine the mix of tactical versus strategic management we would 
like to target at each level of risk. Finally, we optimize each model to ensure it offers a high level of 
diversification and falls along the efficient frontier for an optimal level of return for each unit of risk. We 
currently offer five models in the Multi PLUS series that range from Conservative to Aggressive. 

Strategic equity models have produced the largest contribution to performance since the beginning of the 
second quarter. This is largely due to exposure in Technology, which is the highest performing sector. Tactical 
strategies within the fixed income space continue to outperform the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index and 
have contributed the most to performance this quarter. 

Trailing Major Index Returns

1 Week 1 Month 3 Month 1 Year

S&P 500 TR USD

S&P MidCap 400 TR

S&P SmallCap 600 TR USD

MSCI ACWI NR USD

MSCI EM NR USD

BBgBarc US Agg Bond TR USD

-0.11 7.01 9.22 51.92

0.91 8.58 11.84 82.17

0.17 4.83 9.92 93.41

-0.14 5.41 6.01 51.91

0.35 2.37 -2.46 54.84

0.13 0.71 -1.70 -0.05

YTD S&P Sector Returns
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Global equities were mixed and little changed last week.  The S&P 500 fell slightly by -0.11%, while Small Caps rose slightly by 
0.17%.  Similarly, the Russell 1000 Growth and Value indexes only had minor movements, at -0.18% and 0.07%, respectively.  
Earnings season continued, with similarly mixed news.  Netflix subscriptions grew less than expected, and airlines reported weak 
results.  In contrast, 84% of S&P 500 companies have reported earnings beats so far, and earnings growth is on track for the 
fastest year-over-year improvement since 2010.  Economic activity was very strong in the U.S. for April, reflected in Markit's PMI 
numbers.  Both manufacturing and services were above 60, beating consensus expectations.  
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Disclosure

The information provided herein is the opinion of The Pacific Financial Group, Inc. (“TPFG”) a registered investment advisor, and 
may change without notice at the discretion of TPFG. Spotlight contains models managed by TPFG and represent TPFG’s opinion 
and evaluation of its models. All information is believed to be accurate but has not been independently verified and TPFG makes no 
warranties as to the accuracy of the information or any representations made or implied. The information should not be construed 
or interpreted as an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell a financial instrument or service. The information is for informational 
purposes only and should not be relied on or deemed the provision of tax, legal, accounting or investment advice. Past 
performance is not a guarantee future results. All investments contain risks to include the total loss of invested principal.
Diversification does not protect against the risk of loss. Investors should review all offering documents and disclosures and should 
consult their tax, legal or financial professional before investing.

Indices represent the broader market as relevant to the sector or market covered by the index. Indices are unmanaged and cannot 
be invested in directly. Indices do not consider the costs, fees, trading, or performance that an investor would otherwise 
experience when investing. Returns are not annualized for periods less than 1 year.

Trailing Major Index Returns and YTD S&P Sector Returns are sourced from Morningstar Direct.

* Sourced from JPMorgan Asset Management, publicly available at https://https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/
adv/insights/market-insights/market-updates/weekly-market-recap/
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